
Using a Hyphen
Circle the word with the correct use of a hyphen in these sentences.

1.  My teenage sister always likes to coordinate/co-ordinate her clothes with her shoes.

2. The space shuttle is due to reenter/re-enter the Earth’s atmosphere this evening.

3. “Please co-operate/cooperate with your partner,” called the instructor at the 

climbing centre.

4. My mum had to re-ignite/reignite the fire as it kept blowing out.

5. To co-author/coauthor a book means to write it with someone else.

6. The dentist had to reexamine/re-examine Jasmine’s teeth.

Now, unscramble these words and use them in a sentence of your own.

7. ow-con

                                                                                                                                                                                 

8. re-tlece
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Using a Hyphen Answers
1.  My teenage sister always likes to coordinate/co-ordinate her clothes with her shoes.

2. The space shuttle is due to reenter/re-enter the Earth’s atmosphere this evening.

3. “Please co-operate/cooperate with your partner,” called the instructor at the 

climbing centre.

4. My mum had to re-ignite/reignite the fire as it kept blowing out.

5. To co-author/coauthor a book means to write it with someone else.

6. The dentist had to reexamine/re-examine Jasmine’s teeth.

7. co-own (Accept any sentences that uses the words correctly and makes sense.)

8. re-elect (Accept any sentences that uses the words correctly and makes sense.)
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Using a Hyphen
Choose the correct hyphenated word to complete these sentences. Use the word bank below 
to help you.

1. My teenage sister always likes to                                                     her clothes with her shoes.

2. The space shuttle is due to                                                     the Earth’s atmosphere 

this evening.

3. “Please                                                     with your partner,” called the instructor at the 

climbing centre.

4. My mum had to                                                     the fire as it kept blowing out.

5. To                                                     a book means to write it with someone else.

6. The dentist had to                                                     Jasmine’s teeth.

Word Bank

re-ignite

co-operate

re-enter

co-ordinate

re-examine

co-author

Now, unscramble these words and use them in a sentence of your own.

7. ow-con

                                                                                                                                                                       

8. er-tlece
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Using a Hyphen Answers
1.  My teenage sister always likes to co-ordinate her clothes with her shoes.

2. The space shuttle is due to re-enter the Earth’s atmosphere this evening.

3. “Please co-operate with your partner,” called the instructor at the climbing centre.

4. My mum had to re-ignite the fire as it kept blowing out.

5. To co-author a book means to write it with someone else.

6. The dentist had to re-examine Jasmine’s teeth.

7. co-own (Accept any sentences that uses the words correctly and makes sense.)

8. re-elect (Accept any sentences that uses the words correctly and makes sense.)
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Using a Hyphen
Choose the correct hyphenated word to complete these sentences. 

1.  My teenage sister always likes to                                                     her clothes with her shoes.

2. The space shuttle is due to                                                     the Earth’s atmosphere 

this evening.

3. “Please                                                     with your partner,” called the instructor at the 

climbing centre.

4. My mum had to                                                     the fire as it kept blowing out.

5. To                                                     a book means to write it with someone else.

6. The dentist had to                                                     Jasmine’s teeth.

7. Following a break from learning the guitar, the teacher had to                                                     

me on the basics.

8. During sports day, we had a rest in order to                                                     ourselves before 

the final races.

Now, unscramble these words and use them in a sentence of your own.

9. ow-con

                                                                                                                                                                                 

10. re-tlece
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Using a Hyphen Answers
1. My teenage sister always likes to co-ordinate her clothes with her shoes.

2. The space shuttle is due to re-enter the Earth’s atmosphere this evening.

3. “Please co-operate with your partner,” called the instructor at the climbing centre.

4. My mum had to re-ignite the fire as it kept blowing out.

5. To co-author a book means to write it with someone else.

6. The dentist had to re-examine Jasmine’s teeth.

7. Following a break from learning the guitar, the teacher had to re-educate me on 

the basics.

8.  During sports day, we had a rest in order to re-energise ourselves before the final races.

9. co-own (Accept any sentences that uses the words correctly and makes sense.)

10. re-elect (Accept any sentences that uses the words correctly and makes sense.)
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